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 TSEP THEMIS 
Our modular base platform for  

your test- and measurement system.  



 

TSEP Themis 
Our modular base platform for  

your test- and measurement systems. 
 

 

 

Today's test and measurement tasks are usually 

complex scenarios that cannot be reduced to a 

hardware or software solution. They are usually 

complex systems consisting of many individual 

components that have to be integrated into a 

complete system. Hereby, hardware components 

as well as software components must be 

integrated. 

 

Not all test and measurement tasks can be 

performed with standardized components, so 

additional individual hardware or software 

components must be developed and integrated 

in-to the system. 

Our vision was to develop a system for our 

customers that can implement their most diverse 

requirements. All integration problems should be 

completely encapsulated in this system, changes 

and extensions of the system should not change 

the existing infrastructure of the system. In 

addition, a standardised interface should be 

available for the customer to control the system. 

 

From this vision, our product Themis was born. By 

using both individual hardware and standardized 

PXI/PXIe components, we can now realize 

customized systems for our customers. 

 

  

   Highlights 

 

 

Available as 19"/3U rack, table-top or  

individual measurement device  

 

Software for implementing the test and 

measurement tasks 

Integration of PXI/PXIe measuring cards or 

individually developed measuring cards  

 

IEEE 1588  for time synchronisation of 

several test and measurement systems 

Control of all sub-components of the test 

and measurement device via one interface  

 

IEEE 1588  support for time-controlled 

triggers and timestamping of 

measurement data 

Connection via Ethernet or USB with 

using the SCPI 488.2 protocol 
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Why Themis? 
TSEP Themis offers you a complete system 

that combines your preferred functions within a fitting body. 
 

There are many different solutions and standards 

for measurement and test systems. As a rule, these 

systems are based on a predefined set of 

hardware and software components that can be 

combined with the help of a modular system. 

 

The hardware of some of these standards, such as 

PXI/VXI, is even available across manufacturers. 

With these systems, it is possible to create 

excellent measurement and test systems that only 

have to fulfil standard tasks. Unfortunately, today's 

systems have become much more complex; not 

only do static parameters (i.e. readily available) 

have to be measured, but different parameters 

have to be measured in these systems in different 

modes at different times. Therefore, these systems 

also re-quire appropriate control and regulation 

techno-logy to set the DUTs to the corresponding 

modes or to verify their states. Here, the systems 

with standard components quickly reach their 

limits and have to be supplemented by individually 

developed components. 

 

The vision that TSEP has with Themis takes up 

precisely this approach and enables the 

combination of standardised PXI/PXIe 

components and hardware and software specially 

developed for the test or measurement task. The 

result is practically a new, individual measuring or 

test de-vice that is optimally matched to the 

customer's requirements. This measuring or test 

system is controlled as a single, independent 

device. There is no need to work with different 

interfaces or protocols, TSEP offers a USB or 

Ethernet interface for the Themis devices. 

Communication with Themis takes place via the 

standard SCPI protocol. If required, corresponding 

IVI or LabView drivers can also be provided.  

 

The requirements of our customers have shown 

that a large variety of individual hardware is 

needed to realise the test or measurement task. 

For this reason, TSEP presents Themis, a modular 

system with which such individual hardware can 

be developed efficiently and cost-effectively and 

integrated into the overall system. Regardless of 

whether a special switching matrix, a customised 

interface or a CAN bus interface has to be 

integrated into the test or measurement system, 

this can be realised with Themis. The control of this 

individual hardware is analogue via the SCPI 

protocol and the Themis Ethernet or USB interface. 

Thus, the control of the standard hardware does 

not differ from the control of the individual 

hardware. 

 

But the TSEP vision for Themis goes much further. 

In order to support our customers even better, we 

also offer the software implementation of 

measurement and test tasks with Themis. In this 

way, our customers benefit from TSEP's decades of 

experience in the implementation of metrological 

software, as well as from the now large pool of 

Themis software components. Thus, our 

customers receive a complete system from one 

source, which tests and measures the DUT 

according to the specified regulations.

 

  



 

  

TSEP THEMIS 

COMBINES  

DIFFERENT  

MEASUREMENT TASKS   

IN A COMPLETE 

        AND INDIVIDUAL 

        SOLUTION. 

“ 
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CPU UNIT 

 1 USB-C port 

 2 USB 3.0 ports 

 2 LAN ports 

 1 displayport 

 Optional cooling 

TSEP Themis Rack in Detail 
a flexible buildable 19“/3HE Rack with free slots and ports to master 

your measurement tasks. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

POWER UNIT 

 digital dispaly 

 LED indicators 

 Powerbutton 
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Free cardslots 

 7 free slots 

 Space for individual  

and standard cards 

  

1588 Multiplexer (optional) 

 Up to 8 ports 

 LED indicators 

PXI/PXIe cards (optional) 

 Compatible with PXI/PXIe-cards 

 Compatible with other 

standard cards 



 

TSEP Themis Desktop Device 
The desktop unit offers the same capabilities as the 19" rack in a 

stand-alone enclosure. 
 

 

In addition to the TSEP Themis 19" rack, TSEP 

Themis is also available as a standardized desktop 

device. The TSEP Themis desktop device can 

accommodate three different plug-in cards. 

 

A power unit and a CPU card are installed as 

standard. In addition, customer-specific plug-in 

cards or standard PXI/PXIe measurement cards 

can be installed. 

If there is not enough space for the plug-in cards, 

Themis can also be stacked, i.e. several Themis 

devices can be combined into one logical device. 
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TSEP Themis Individual 
Your personalized solution to get all the test and measurement tasks 

you need from TSEP Themis in the form factor that is ideal for you. 
 

 

Due to the modular conception of Themis, we are 

also able to create individual measurement and 

test hardware for our customers cost-effectively 

and quickly. These individual devices are 

manufactured in customer-defined housings and 

corresponding brandings. For small series 

production, TSEP has entered into a cooperation 

with a German company and can therefore 

manufacture professionally. 

 

For customers who want to realize a defined 

measuring task in a customer specific housing, we 

offer "Themis Individual". Here, a hardware 

specially developed for the customer is packaged 

in a customer-specific housing.  

These developments can be realized extremely 

cost-effectively, since the Themis components are 

also used here. The only difference here is that a 

plug-in card system is not used, and all 

components are implemented directly on a circuit 

board. Thus, TSEP "Themis Individual" can be 

realized cost-efficiently, even in small quantities. 

TSEP also supplies the corresponding software for 

the devices. The customer can decide individually 

whether the devices are to be connected via USB 

or LAN. All devices can also be addressed via SCPI 

or IVI drivers. 

 

 



 

PXI/PXIe Plug-in Cards 
In addition to individual measurement cards, you can also integrate 

standardized plug-in cards into your system without any problems. 
 

 

Standardized components such as analyzers, 

generators or other components are 

indispensable for the various measurement tasks.  

 

The PXI/PXIe standard offers a numerous 

components from a wide range of manufacturers. 

These components can be used to implement a 

wide range of measurement tasks. 

TSEP bundles these measuring cards within 

Themis, so the customer can control these 

hardware-components centrally via the Ethernet 

or USB interfaces using the SCPI 488.2 protocol. 
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Customized Plug-in Cards  
TSEP Themis offers you the possibility to use your own insert cards or 

to develop a customized plug-in card together with us. 
 

 

Customer-specific measurement or control 

hardware can be implemented easily and 

cost-effectively for Themis.  

 

For this purpose, TSEP has developed layout 

templates for different tasks, which serve as a 

template for the development. These templates 

contain the necessary components (Themis BUS, 

EEPROM, drivers for LEDs, switches, cooling). 

With this system, TSEP can flexibly respond to 

customer requests and realize effective 

measurement and test cards. Several identical 

cards can also be installed in Themis. 

 

The Themis BUS, like the PXI bus, is equipped with 

different slots, which can be used to select the 

different cards. 

 

  



 

  

“ 
INDIVIDUAL AND 

        COST EFFICIENT. „ 
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Individual Software Components 
We at TSEP can offer you a fast and cost-effective individual solution 

through prefabricated software components to perfectly master your 

test and measurement tasks based on TSEP Themis. 
 

 

There are numerous Themis software components 

for performing customer-specific measurements, 

storing or visualizing their results. With the help of 

these components, TSEP can quickly and 

cost-effectively create software solutions for test 

and measurement tasks. 

 

 

Themis is based on software that runs under both 

Windows and Linux. A Linux OS is installed on the 

Themis CPU by default, but a Windows operating 

system can also be used here for special customer 

requirements. 

 

The software is controlled via the SCPI 488.2 

protocol. For this purpose, the TSEP product 

Poseidon, our remote system, is used. 
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IEEE 1588 Support 
TSEP Themis is fully 1588 compatible 

- find out how you can use this to your advantage.  

Synchronize all system components in nanoseconds 
 

In modern measurement and test systems, it is 

increasingly required that individual measurement 

and test steps are executed in a time-controlled 

manner. Controlling the measurement and test 

steps by the classic trigger lines is in many cases 

too imprecise and not deterministic enough, since 

the length of the trigger cables influences the 

measurement. Also in the field of "offline data 

evaluation" it is becoming more and more 

necessary to assign very accurate time stamps to 

the measured values. 

 

TSEP has been working on time synchronization 

via IEEE 1588 for more than 10 years and has 

several products in its portfolio. For Themis TSEP 

has integrated the TSEP Chronos IEEE 1588 stack 

into Themis, which allows Themis devices to 

synchronize with each other or with other PTP 

devices. This allows the time-synchronous control 

of measurement and test steps across networks. 

The expected time synchronism of all components 

is 20 ns. The time synchronization can be further 

improved by an additional optimization of the 

network topology and an adaptation to the 

control algorithm. With the Themis Chronos CPU 

Unit-Master Clock module, Themis can also act as 

a local master clock in a PTP network. 

 

 

 

 

For an optimal support of the IEEE 1588 protocol, 

TSEP offers the plug-in card TSEP IEEE 1588 

Multiplexer. This plug-in card is synchronized by 

means of PTP and provides time-controlled trigger 

signals. In particular, the IEEE 1588 Multiplexer 

plug-in card is able to supply several 

measurement components with complex, different 

and time-synchronous trigger signals. In addition, 

it is possible to generate time stamps within 

Themis and to provide certain measurement 

values with them. This is a great advantage, 

especially with regard to offline data evaluation. 

 

Since TSEP is also active in the field of "White 

Rabbit", a further development of IEEE 1588, we 

can offer our customers time synchronism of up to 

220 ps. 

  



 

Order Information
Base Components 

Order ref. Description 

TH-GHXX Body Themis 

TH-PU120 120W Power Unit 

TH-CPU01 Standard CPU Board 

TH-CPU02 IEEE 1588 CPU Board 

Plug-in Cards 

Order ref. Description 

TH-PXI PXI extension card 

TH-PXIe PXIe extension card 

TH-1588 IEEE 1588 Multiplexer 

 

 

 

Contact Details 
Technical Software Engineering Plazotta GmbH 

Hopfenstr. 30 

85283 Wolnzach 

Germany 

Phone: +49 8442 96240 0 

E-Mail:  info@tsep.com 

www.tsep.com 

About Us 
Technical Software Engineering Plazotta GmbH 

TSEP is a worldwide operating system house. For 

more than 30 years, we have successfully 

specialized in the development of system-related 

software and hardware in the fields of 

communications engineering, automotive, tele-

communications, and measurement technology. 

 

  

 

 

TSEP Themis 

www.tsep.com/en/products/themis/ 
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